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Abstract—There are several methods to monitor software projects and the objective for monitoring is to ensure that the software projects are developed and delivered successfully. A performance measurement is a method that is closely associated with monitoring and it can be scrutinized by looking at two important attributes which are efficiency and effectiveness both of which are factors that are important for the success of a software project. Consequently, a successful steering is achieved by monitoring and controlling a software project via the performance measurement criteria and metrics. Hence, this paper is aimed at identifying the performance measurement criteria and the metrics for monitoring the performance of a software project by using the Goal Question Metrics (GQM) approach. The GQM approach is utilized to ensure that the identified metrics are reliable and useful. These identified metrics are useful guidelines for project managers to monitor the performance of their software projects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomena of software projects being unsuccessful has always been a problem in the software industry. CHAOS Reports state that 32% of all projects are delivered on time and on budget; whereas 24% are challenged due to being late, over budgeted, and 44% fail as these may have been cancelled prior to completion or before the software is delivered and used (2012) [1]. Failures occur from many perspectives such as an overrun schedule, overruns in cost, impaired functionality and inexperience of project managers and for other valid reasons. In conjunction to this, software industries have started to work closely to address this problem and come up with some practical solutions.

One of the methods recommended in reducing software crisis is by monitoring and controlling. Monitoring and controlling are two significant elements for the success in software projects and are also the elementary disciplines in project management. The purpose of monitoring is to ensure the software project is progressing according to schedule, accurately budgeted and with quality expectations in project management [2]. Various established methods, techniques and approaches are introduced for monitoring software projects such as monitoring the cost and schedule (Earned Value Analysis). However, as in most cases, software crisis does not only occur because of cost and schedule attributes but also due to the cost of the software project and scheduling which may be overrun. The overrun may be due to various factors which may arise from existing human factors such as the project managers, the top management personnel and the vendors. Thus, measuring the performance of these attributes will help project managers to monitor and manage the software projects successfully.

Neely [3] defines performance measurement as a process of enumerating the efficiency and effectiveness of an action. In line with this, the performance of a software project attributes need to be monitored consistently and therefore reduce possible software crisis. Metrics is one of the most widely practiced measurement methods which can measure the attributes of software projects [4]. The performance of a software project with attributes is measured so that it can be monitored and controlled to be successful. Hence, this paper introduces a list of performance measurement criteria and the related metrics that are needed to be monitored and controlled during the development of a software project. The Goal Question Metric Model is used in this study to achieve the set objective.

Firstly the paper begins with a discussion on the theoretical background information of the Goal Question Model (GQM). Followed by Section III activities in generating metrics in stages for the software project performance monitoring are then provided. Finally, the conclusion and suggestions for future work on this research are presented.

II. GOAL QUESTION METRIC (GQM)

There are numerous methods to develop the metrics for monitoring the performance of a software project. The GQM is one of the many well-established software measurement methodologies. The GQM is an organized way to tailor and integrate the determinations of an organization into measurement goals and then convert them into measurable values [5], [6].

The GQM has four important phases which are planning, definition, data analysis and interpretation. The first two phases use the top-down approach while the last two phases utilize the bottom-up approach. The GQM classifies the measurement process into three important parts which are describing the goal, setting of questions based on the goal and setting of metrics to address each question. The identified metrics could be objective or subjective in nature. Hence, the GQM is used in this research to gather a performance measurement criteria and metrics that are related to the monitoring of the performance of the software project.
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The GQM approach is used in this study to develop the metrics for monitoring the performance of software projects. This study comprises four important activities that are needed to be conducted for the development of the metrics. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The activities are explained in detail as follows.

**Development of Metrics Using Goal Question Metrics (GQM) Model**

1. **Activity 1: Identifying Goals**
   - Identifying the goals.

2. **Activity 2: Identifying Questions**
   - Identifying questions for each identified goal.

3. **Activity 3: Conducting Structured Interview with project managers**
   - Conducting structured interview sessions.

4. **Activity 4: Identifying Metrics**
   - Identifying metrics for each identified question.

5. **Activity 5**
   - Final stage which involves identification of the metrics based on the structured interview questions.

The GQM Model, which shows only two of the important performance measurement criteria (goals) and the questions.

The next step is Activity 3, which is conducting structured interview sessions. The purpose of the structured interviews is to identify the metrics that can be used to monitor the performance of a software project. A group of project managers are involved in the interview sessions. These identified project managers are currently managing software development projects in the Malaysian Public Sector. They are chosen based on their experience in managing software projects from 5 to 20 years. Besides this, they are also managing the outsourcing and in house software projects for the Malaysian Public Sector. Seven project managers are selected for this study. Initially, 10 projects managers were identified but three of the project managers could not commit to this study due to work constraints and were also unable to fit into the interview schedules.

Before the interview sessions, a discussion session was held with Project Management Consultants, MAMPU, Malaysia. Based on the discussion, 10 experienced project managers are identified and then the interview sessions with the project managers are scheduled. These project managers are contacted via email and telephone. The interview sessions are conducted individually with each respondent the sessions are conducted on face-to-face basis. The duration of each interview session ranges from 45 to 60 minutes. Each interview sessions is recorded and the field notes are for further transcription. At the end of each and every interview session, the data gathered is disclosed to the respondents for their acceptance and for confirmation of the accuracy on the data collected.

Activity 5 is the final stage which involves identification of the metrics based on the structured interview questions. The data collected through the structured interview sessions is transcribed and analyzed by using the qualitative data method. This method is known as the Thematic Analysis and it is a broadly-used qualitative data analysis method [8] as it suits the questions that are related to the respondent experience, or views and perceptions. It is one of the cluster of methods that focuses on identifying the patterned meaning across a dataset. Identifying patterns of meaning across a dataset is the main purpose of the Thematic Analysis and this provides an answer to the research question that is being addressed. The final product of this activity is a list of the performance measurement criteria and metrics. The identified metrics in this stage are considered as the potential metrics that can be used to monitor the software project performance.
In this study, it is learnt that human factors are the most influential factors in managing software projects to achieve success. Human factors here consist of the project manager himself, the vendor, the team members, the top management personnel, the users and the people involved in the governance. In terms of the monitoring of the software project, there are numerous ongoing research works on the cost and schedule attributes in the existing literature. Therefore, more research is required to be carried out on how the human factor attributes can be measured. This research study addresses the above mentioned issue by producing complete and comprehensive metrics.

Although this study mainly refers to the Malaysian Public Sector perspectives but nevertheless the output of this study can be applied to similar public sectors set up in other developing countries especially in the Asian region. Furthermore, the complete and comprehensive metrics will be a foundation to expand further metrics in the future especially in the software project management and in the improvement of software processing.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study shows the development of metrics for the
Software Project Performance Monitoring using the GQM Model in detail. Metrics are truly meant for measurement as well as monitoring. Therefore, these metrics will be a useful measurement mechanism for monitoring the performance of software projects. However, this study has a few limitations. Only seven interviewees are involved in this metrics development. Although the participants are experienced project managers, but for future studies more respondents should be included for more accurate data and in addition participants should also be selected from the private sectors to get the private sector perspectives as well.

These identified metrics will also be evaluated in the context of the Malaysian Public Sector in future. Furthermore, these metrics can also be empirically validated in the future as they can be employed as a metric monitoring tool in the future.
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